Greek Conference Interpretation

Global English is not enough for Global Business!
Whether you are planning an international multilingual conference or a small business
meeting
, you want
to make sure that the time and effort invested by you or your company will bring maximum
returns and benefits. When preparing your meeting or conference always bear in mind that your
carefully organised event (accommodation, schedule, catering, sound, lighting, etc) will be of no
use if
com
munication is poor
.

Communication is the key word. And when it comes to professional events and meetings, you
want to be certain that professional interpretation will enable participants of different
languages and cultures to understand each other.

The interpreters are your allies in organising a successful event. Do not sacrifice quality
for the sake of false economies!

Depending on the type of your event, different interpretation types are more or less suitable.
Here is a short description of various interpretation types in different conditions.
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Whispered Interpretation
Also called “chuchotage”.
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Why use Professional Conference Interpreters?

Interpretation by professional simultaneous or consecutive interpreters will meet the following requireme
-

faithfulness to the original

-

accuracy of content

-

synchronicity with the speaker

Our conference interpreters are trained in specialised university courses in order to deliver a regular spe
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We make sure to apply the Code of Ethics and Working Standards set by
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the

International Association of Conference Interpreters (AIIC) .

For more information and a customised solution for your specific interpretation needs, contact
us
.
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